Feather and Loop Earrings
Materials:
- Earring Pattern
- Artminds® Black Deer Trim (9 x 3”) CO903-31
- Artminds® Soft Suede Lace, Ivory
- 2 Bead Landing™ Premium Rhodium Fishhook Earrings
- 2 Bead Landing™ Crystal Dangles
- Bead Landing™ 6mm Jump Rings
- Bead Landing™ 4mm Jump rings
- Artminds® Cutter (Alt option – Scissors)

This earring pattern is a template to create our Feather & Loop Earrings. Our steps below can be modified to fit
your project needs. This is an easy jewelry project for all skill levels.
Step 1: Draw the earring pattern onto low-tack masking tape and
then place the masking-tape pattern onto the black Deer Trim Piece.

3/8”

Step 2: Cut the leather earrings with the ArtMinds® Rotary Cutter. Trim
stray edges so the leather edge looks smooth.
Step 3: Punch two holes in top of earrings with a 1/16th hole punch. Place
a 6mm Jump ring into the holes that were just created. Pull the jump ring
down towards the bottom of the earring to create a dimple in the earring.
Add a 4mm jump ring to the Crystal Dangle.
Step 4: Cut a 3-inch piece from the Suede Lace Cording (Ivory) and then
punch holes in each of the ends of the cording. To create the earring
embellishment, thread one end of the Suede Lace Cording onto a 6mm
jump ring, thread the 4mm Jump ring with dangle onto the same 6mm
jump ring, and then place the opposite end of the Suede Lace Cording
onto the jump ring. Close the jump ring and then use a 4mm jump ring to
secure the embellishment to the 6mm jump ring that was used to create
the dimple.

7/8”

Step 5: Slip a 6mm jump ring through the holes at the top of the earring
(the same holes as the first jump ring) and then add the fishhook earring
finding.
Repeat the instructions to create a second earring.
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Turquoise Leather Earrings
Materials:
- Earring Pattern
- Artminds® Turquoise Premium Trim 8 by 11-inches
- 2 Bead Landing™ Premium Rhodium Fishhook Earrings
- 2 Bead Landing™ Crystal Dangles
- Bead Landing™ 6mm Jump Rings
- Bead Landing™ 4mm Jump rings
- Bead Landing™ Rings
- ArtMinds® Leather Punch, (Alt option - 1/16th paper hole punch)
- ArtMinds® Rotary Cutter (Alt option – Scissors)

This earring pattern is a template to create our Turquoise Leather Earrings. Our steps below can be modified to
fit your project needs. This is an easy jewelry project for all skill levels.

Step 1: Draw the earring pattern onto low-tack masking tape and then place the tape pattern onto the
Artminds® Turquoise Premium Trim. Use the Artminds® Rotary Cutter to cut out the earrings and then use
a 1/6th hole punch to create the holes in the top of each earring.

Step 2:Place a 4mm jump ring in the top of the leather earring and then attach one end of the crystal dangle to
the 4mm jump ring. Attach the other end of the crystal dangle to the large ring with a 6mm jump ring.

Repeat the instructions to create a second earring.

Measurements:
- 1/8” top
- 5/8” widest bottom
- 3” length
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Turquoise Bracelet Cuff
Materials:
- Bracelet Pattern
- Artminds® Turquoise Premium Trim 8 by 11-inches
- 2 Bead Landing™ Premium Rhodium Fishhook Earrings
- 2 Bead Landing™ Crystal Dangles
- Bead Landing™ 6mm Jump Rings
- Bead Landing™ 4mm Jump rings
- Bead Landing™ Rings
- ArtMinds® Leather Punch, (Alt option - 1/16th paper hole punch)
- ArtMinds® Rotary Cutter (Alt option – Scissors)

This bracelet pattern is a template to create our Turquoise Bracelet Cuff. Our steps below can be modified to fit
your project needs. This is an easy jewelry project for all skill levels.

Step 1: Create the above pattern onto low-tack tape and then place the tape pattern onto the ArtMinds®
Turquoise Premium Trim. Use the ArtMinds® Rotary Cutter to cut the leather into a ¾” by 7 1/2” long piece.
Step 2: Punch the button hole with the ArtMinds® Leather Button Hole Punch. Use the ArtMinds® Leather Punch
(smallest hole) to create the remaining holes in the bracelet. (Note: The hole for the button stud is a small hole
that is wide enough to insert the metal thread stem of the button stud.)
Step 3: Insert the metal thread step of the button stud into the first hole in the leather bracelet and then screw on
the top of the button stud.
Step 4: To create the crystal embellishment, add three 4mm jump rings to one end of the crystal dangle and then
three 4mm jump rings to the opposite side of the crystal dangle.
Step 5: Slip a 6mm jump ring through the two holes on the left of the leather bracelet and then slip the oval
Creations Connector through the open end of the jump ring. Slip the 4mm jump ring from one end of the crystal
embellishment onto the same open jump ring. Close the jump ring.
Repeat the instructions on the other side of the bracelet.

Button
3/8”

2 7/8”, 3”

4”, 4 1/4”
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Buttonhole
7 1/8”

Men’s Black Leather Cuff
Materials:
- Cuff Pattern
- ArtMinds™ ½” Cording – Leather Strip
- Bead Landing™ Genuine Leather Lace, Calf Blk
- ArtMinds™ Hardware, BHR14-12M Round Spots
- ArtMinds™ Leather Button Hole Punch (5mm), Hardware, Button Studs
- Bead Landing™ Metal Beads, Silver Plated Large Hoop
- ArtMinds™ Leather Punch, (Alt option - 1/16th paper hole punch)
- ArtMinds™ Rotary Cutter (Alt option – Scissors)

This earring pattern is a template to create our Men’s cuff bracelet. Our steps below can be modified to fit your
project needs. This is an easy jewelry project for all skill levels.
Step 1: Cut the Bead Landing™ Cording Leather Strip to 9” for a 7 ½” or 8” wrist.
Step 2: Punch a button hole with the Button hole Punch. Punch a hole with for the Button Stud hardware with the
Artminds Leather Punch on the second smallest setting. Insert stem of the Button Stud hardware through the hole
and screw the top of the stud onto the stem.
Step 3: To create the bracelet embellishment, cut the Genuine Leather Lace into two 2” pieces and punch holes
in ends. Punch the first hole 1/8” from the edge of the Genuine Leather Lace and then a second hole, ¼” from
the first hole. Wrap the Genuine Leather Lace around the flat Bead Landing™ metal bead and then secure the
Antique Brass Round Spot in the holes. Repeat this step for the opposite side of the metal bead.
Step 4: Close the bracelet and determine the placement of the embellishment. Open the bracelet. Use the
ArtMinds™ Leather Punch to create the four holes in the bracelet (see pattern for placement) and then insert the
stems of the Antique Brass Round Spots through the holes and fold the stems flat.
Repeat the instructions to the other side.

Button
1/2”

3 1/8”, 3 3/8””

5 1/4”, 5 1/2 “
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Buttonhole
8 1/2

